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Editorial

A notre grand regret nous devons commémorer le décès d'une des plus importantes personnes de la philosophie africaine, professeur Henry Odera Oruka. Oruka a été membre de notre conseil éditorial et il a fermement supporté notre revue, en l'honorant souvent de ses articles qui provoquent les pensées. Lui-même est honoré par cette publication. En même temps nous compatisons avec sa femme et ses enfants, qui ont perdu un mari et père tellement fameux.

Un autre célèbre penseur africain, Nnamdi Azikiwe, a également décédé. Il faut le commémorer non pas seulement comme ancien président du Nigeria, mais aussi comme le grand inspirateur du nationalisme africain des décennies suivant la publication, en 1937, de son magnifique œuvre “Renaiss Africa”.

L'actuelle édition double, pleine de contributions intéressantes, ramène QUEST au calendrier régulier de publication. Avec une abondance d'articles très variés et défiant les pensées, il nous a fait dur de ne pas dépasser les bornes de ce numéro. Nous espérons éviter de nouveaux retards de production de notre revue.
Editorial

To our great regret we have to commemorate, the death of one of the leading men in African philosophy, professor Henry Odera Oruka. Oruka was a member of our editorial board and a strong supporter of the journal, honouring it often with his thought-provoking articles. This issue is a special tribute to him. At the same time we sympathize with his wife and children for losing their great husband and father.

And yet another prominent African thinker passed away, Nnamdi Azikiwe. He will be remembered not only as former president of Nigeria, but also as the great inspirator of African nationalism in the decades following the publication of his magnificent *Renacent Africa* in 1937.

This double issue, overflowing with interesting contributions, brings QUEST on publishing schedule again. In receiving an abundance and wide variety of thought-provoking articles, we had difficulty in keeping the bounds for this issue in check. We hope to avoid further delays in the production of the journal.

Colleagues having access to E-mail services can now subscribe to the discussion list "AFRI-PHIL". The managers of the list, Emmanuel Eze and Bruce B. Janz, announce the list in the following words:

"The primary purpose of this list is to provide a forum for the exchange of views, experiences, techniques, and professional information pertaining to the teaching and study of the philosophical thought of African and African-diaspora cultures."

The list is conceived as a companion to a forthcoming new journal tentatively entitled *Africana: Philosophical and Cultural Studies*. Subscribe to the list by sending a message to address: LISTSERV@BUCKNELLEDU

Containing in the body of the message the subscription line:

SUB AFRI-PHIL Yourfirstname Yourlastname
BLACK ATHENA
and
Africa's contribution to global cultural history¹

Wim van Binsbergen

1. Martin Bernal’s project²

Martin Bernal, sinologist and professor of government at Cornell University, U.S.A., is the son of a famous British chemist cum Marxist historian of science; being half Jewish half Irish, with childhood memories of World War II, meant that issues of identity and racism were built into his biography. So were anthropology and Africa; before marrying J.D. Bernal, his mother was betrothed to an anthropologist who died during field work in Melanesia - on the spur of this connection, young Martin Bernal, as a freshmen, lived for a year at the house of Meyer Fortes, the famous anthropologist. The family’s tea plantation in Malawi, long ago converted into politically more acceptable assets, earned young Martin his first extensive stay in Africa and knowledge of his first African language, Chi-Nyanja.

These multifarious intellectual influences combined to make him turn, in mid-career, to a set of questions which were rather remote from his original academic field; at the same time they are crucial to the North Atlantic intellectual tradition since the eighteenth century C.E., and to the way in which this tradition has hegemonically claimed for itself a place as the allegedly unique centre, the original and unprecedented historical source, of the increasingly global production of knowledge in the world today. Is — as in the dominant Eurocentric view — modern global civilisation the product of an intellectual adventure that started, as from scratch, with the ancient Greeks — the unique result of the latter’s unprecedented and history-less achievements? Or is the view of the Greek (read European) genius as the sole and oldest source of civilisation, merely a racialist myth, whose double aim has been
to underpin delusions of European cultural superiority in the Age of European Expansion, especially the nineteenth century CE, and

to free the history of European civilisation from any indebtedness to the (undoubtedly much older) civilisations of the Fertile Crescent extending from Egypt through Canaan and Phoenicia, to Syria, Anatolia, Mesopotamia, Iran and the Indus Valley.

Here Minoan, subsequently Mycenaean Crete occupies a pivotal position as either 'the first European civilisation in the Eastern Mediterranean'; or as a Semitic-speaking island outpost of more ancient West Asian and Egyptian cultures; or as both at the same time. The most likely view would stress — foreboding the equally dissimulated dependence of medieval European civilisation on Arab and Hebrew sources — a vital Semitic contribution to the very origins of a civilisation which has bred the most vicious antisemitism (both anti-Jew and anti-Arab/Islam) in the course of the twentieth century.

Bernal's monumental Black Athena, projected as a tetralogy of which so far the first two volumes have been published, addresses these issues along two main lines of argument. The first volume, besides presenting an extremely ambitious outline and provisional (but as yet largely unsubstantiated) documentary, linguistic and archaeological results for the project as a whole, is mainly a fascinating exercise in the history and sociology of European academic knowledge. It traces the historical awareness, among European cultural producers, of ancient Europe's intellectual indebtedness to Africa and Asia, as well as the subsequent repression, since Romanticism, of such awareness with the invention of the ancient Greek miracle. The second line of argument presents the converging historical, archaeological, linguistic and mythological evidence for this indebtedness, which is then symbolised by Bernal's re-reading (taking Herodotus literally) of Athena, apparently the most ostentatiously Hellenic of ancient Greek deities, as a peripheral Greek
copy of the goddess Neith of the Egyptian western delta town Sais — as Black Athena.

2. Black Athena's reception in general and in Holland

Reception of the two volumes of *Black Athena* has been chequered. Established classics scholars entrenched in the Greek tradition have often been viciously dismissive, but far less so the specialists in e.g. archaeology, the Ancient Near East, and comparative religion. It is impossible not to be impressed with the extent and depth of Bernal's scholarship — he shows himself a dilettante in the best possible tradition of the *homo universalis*. At the same time, much of his argument is based on the alleged substantial traces of lexical and syntactic material from Afro-Asiatic (including Ancient Egyptian, and West-Semitic) languages in classical Greek; here one has reason to wonder whether his skills in theoretical and comparative linguistics do in fact sufficiently extend beyond the Sinic language family.

Where Bernal's central thesis was picked up most enthusiastically, immediately to be turned into an article of faith, was in the circles of African-American intellectuals. Here the great present-day significance of *Black Athena* was rightly recognised: not so much as an academic correction of remote, ancient history, but as a revolutionary contribution to the global politics of knowledge in our own age and time. The liberating potential of Bernal's thesis has been that it has accorded intellectuals from outside the politically and materially dominant North Atlantic, White tradition an independent, even senior, historical birthright to full admission and participation under the global intellectual sun. Egypt is claimed to have civilised Greece, and from there it is only one step to the vision that Africa, the South, Black people, have civilised Europe, the North, White people; the ultimate answer to the imperialist (including cultural-imperialist) claims of the 'white man's burden'. Such a view clearly ties in with a host of current African-American and African publications making similar claims (e.g.
those of Karnak House publishers, London)\(^4\) or with the dominant, Egyptocentric idioms among present-day African intellectuals in, e.g., Nigeria, Senegal and Zaire. But coming from an internationally respected academician who is socially and somatically an outsider to Black issues, the impact is truly enormous. Here *Black Athena* is built into the ongoing construction of a militant Black identity, offering as an option — not contemptuous rejection, nor parallel self-glorification as in the context of Senghor’s and Césaire’s *négritude*, in the face of the dominant, White, North Atlantic model, but — the explosion of that model. And this leads on to its replacement by a model of complex intercontinental intellectual interaction, in which Europe is affirmed to have been, for the better part of the last few millennia, merely a remote receptive periphery of the civilisations of the Fertile Crescent. With the exponential expansion of Ancient Near Eastern and Egyptological studies in the course of the twentieth century we hardly needed Bernal to formulate this insight in the first place. In fact, he soon had to admit that he had underestimated the extent to which views similar to his own were already in the air even among classics scholars. Yet *Black Athena* has done a lot to drive this insight home in circles thirsting for it while building and rebuilding their own identity.

Although Egypt is a part of North East Africa, there is a double blind spot here. An obvious sequel to the *Black Athena* thesis would be to explore the roots of Egyptian civilisation in its turn. Towards ancient Egyptian origins, people from elsewhere on the African continent, e.g. the once fertile central Sahara, made the principal contributions, albeit the decisive transition to an Egyptian civilisation tends to be attributed to the cultural hybridisation when this neolithic African stock was confronted, as indicated by the Naqada II archaeological finds, with a phenotypically different population often interpreted as militant invaders from West Asia.\(^5\) What did the interior of Africa thus contribute to ‘Black Athena’? Also one might expect the argument on Afro-Asiatic languages to be traced further inland into the African continent. These steps obviously Bernal could not yet take. He can hardly be blamed for this, not only in view of the enormity of this additional task.
and of the scope of his actual accomplishments, but also because Africanists have so far, with few exceptions, let him down. They have refrained from exploring the implications of Bernal's view for the historical, political and intellectual images of Africa which Africanists professionally produce today, and which — perhaps more important — circulate incessantly in the hands of non-Africanists, in the media, public debate, and identity construction by both Whites and Blacks in the context of both local and global issues. The reasons for the Africanists' non-response are manifold and largely respectable:

- African pre-colonial history, the great discovery of the 1960s and early 1970s, has largely gone out of fashion as an academic topic, and so have, more in general, — until the recent emergence of the globalisation perspective — grand schemes claiming extensive interactions and continuities across vast expanses of time and space.
- Linguistic skill among Africanists has dwindled to the extent that they are prepared to accept without further proof the linguists' dismissive verdict on Black Athena's linguistics.
- Egyptocentric claims have been persistent in African Studies in the first half of the twentieth century. In addition to avoiding the 'Egyptianising' scholarly studies by established Africanist anthropologists and archaeologists of an older generation, present-day Africanists are particularly concerned not to revive the cruder forms of Egyptocentric diffusionism as in the works by Elliot Smith and W. Perry (the first Manchester School in anthropology, before Max Gluckman founded his), who saw Egypt as the only global civilising force, whose seafarers presumably carried their sun cult throughout the Old World and beyond. Another spectre to be left locked up in the cupboard is that of the civilising Egyptians (or Phoenicians, for that matter), invoked as the originators of any lasting physical sign of civilisation in sub-Saharan Africa, especially the Great Zimbabwe complex in the country of that name. Somewhat more recently, Egyptocentrism has been so
vocally reiterated in Cheikh Anta Diop's work, that excessive care is taken among many Africanists today to avoid that sort of issue.

- Quick to recognise the ideological element in the Africas as propounded by others, Africanists — most of which are North Atlantic Whites — are rather less accustomed to consider, self-consciously, the political and identity implications of the images of Africa they themselves produce.

One cannot, without much further consideration, rule out the possibility that, as a fruit of a similar inspiration to which Bernal attributes the emergence of the myth of the Greek genius, African Studies too have a built-in Eurocentrism that prevents it from seriously considering such a totally reversed view of intellectual world history. Here there is a tremendous critical task for African and African-American scholars today. In an earlier generation we have seen how African scholars like Okot p'Bitek and Archie Mafeje have sought to explode the Eurocentric implications of the then current work in the anthropology of African religion and ethnicity. In the study of Asian societies and history, the critical reflection on the models imposed by North Atlantic scholarship has developed into a major industry, ever since the publication of Said's *Orientalism*. But where are the Black scholars to do the same for Africa? The names of Appiah, Diouf, Mazrui, Mjembe, Mudimbe, could be cited here; but their most obvious intellectual peers, the exponents of 'African philosophy' today, seem more concerned with re-dreaming rural Africa along dated anthropological lines, than waking up to the realities of cultural imperialism and repressive tolerance in intercontinental academia. It is here that *Black Athena* is playing a most valuable role.

Finally, in The Netherlands reception of *Black Athena* has taken long to materialise, and is still minimal, either within or outside the (locally thriving) field of African Studies. The situation in e.g. Great Britain does not seem to be substantially different.
Thus three strands of argument come together around *Black Athena*:

- the detached scholarly evaluation of the historical evidence for Bernal's claims, both of Ancient Europe's indebtedness to West Asia and North East Africa, and of the construction, in recent centuries, of the Greek miracle as a Eurocentric, racialist myth;
- the appropriation and application of the Bernal thesis by African-American and African intellectuals in the process of identity construction and in the politics of global knowledge construction — as a counter-force against Eurocentrism and scholarly racism;
- the critical scholarly extrapolation of the Bernal thesis (and its popular reformulation at intercontinental scale) with regard to African material beyond ancient Egypt.

3. Ideology and cultural history

*Black Athena*’s potential role in identity formation today is complementary to the specialist (and no less heated) academic debate on Bernal’s awe-inspiring *dilettante* contributions to ancient cultural and religious history and to the sociology of knowledge of North Atlantic classical studies since Romanticism.

At one level of analysis Bernal restates and popularises, with great display of synthetic scholarship, what many archaeologists, Assyriologists, Egyptologists, Semitists including Arabists, students of the history of science and the history of ideas, students of the history of magic, divination and astrology, students of Hermetic and Gnostic texts, or of comparative religion and mythology, have come to realise at least several decades ago on the basis of evidence so overwhelming and so comprehensive that it almost leaves Bernal’s feats of scholarship in the shadow. The roots of North Atlantic civilisation, including what used to be portrayed as the classical Greek genius — allegedly incom-
parable and without historical antecedents — have been shown to lie to a considerable extent outside Europe, in North-eastern Africa (Egypt) as well as (to an extent less emphasised by Bernal) in the rest of the Ancient Near East: Ancient Mesopotamia, Iran, Syria, Anatolia, Canaan, Crete, probably even the Indus civilisation with which Mesopotamia had such extensive contacts. Of course this insight lends a most ironic commentary to North Atlantic cultural hegemony as enforced by military and economic dominance in the Late Modern era.

Will Bernal’s specific thesis regarding the details of early Greek history ultimately stand up to the methodological and factual tests of linguistics, archaeology and comparative religion? Collections of critical reactions from classical scholars and ancient historians may be read as suggesting that scholarly opinion is now converging to a negative overall assessment. One cannot rule out the possibility that part of this rejection is merely a chauvinistic reaction from classics scholars who see their sacrosanct discipline and its founding fathers unpleasantly accused, by Bernal, of built-in anti-Semitic and anti-Egyptian, or in general anti-non-European, racism. But can an entire discipline be so blinded as to its own founding fathers? New insights in the sociology of knowledge, the importance of paradigms as blinkers, the emergence of textuality as a new perspective on canonical texts including those of a scholarly nature, have created, in recent years, such an industry of re-reading and re-assessing as to make it highly improbable that only an outsider, Bernal, could identify whatever where the ideological agendas of the founding fathers; ancient historians and classicists, too, are increasingly picking up these issues, and it is just possible that their inside view, if less critical or critical for different reasons from Bernal’s, allows us to arrive at a more balanced view.

Originality is not necessarily the hallmark of truth. Bernal is simply right in reminding us of the consistent ancient record that claims Greece’s extensive indebtedness to West-Africa and Egypt, and, for instance, extensive spells of travelling and studying in Egypt, Mesopotamia, perhaps even India, for such major Greek intellectuals as Plato, Pythagoras, Plutarch, and many others. Recent research is ex-
ploring the Greek intellectual indebtedness to the very Achaemenid ('Persian') civilisation whose proud military confrontation, at Marathon and Salamis, virtually — and largely through the impact of Herodotus' long-winded interpretation of the Persian wars in his *History* — marks the beginning of European geopolitical consciousness as an ideological self-definition against 'the East'.

It is no accident that delusions about the pivotal place of Africa in the world's recent cultural history (meaning the latest few millennia) come at a time, the 1990s CE, when increasing processes of globalisation in the world at large do nothing but increasingly marginalise the African continent: an island of poverty and international debt, participating in no more than 1% of the world's trade flow, getting less and less income out of even a lightly increasing production of crops such as cocoa, coffee and groundnuts, on the verge of being given up by development agencies, the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund, torn by ethnic and civil war, with more than a dozen postcolonial states having effectively ceased functioning, etc.

Just as it is no accident that we are forced to discuss these issues today, in a context where — with the unification of 'Europe' gradually taking political and economic shape — geopolitical ideologues are desperately looking for a binding symbol to define Europeanness as against the rest of the world: Is it to be Christianity? The Celtic heritage of Hallstatt and La Tène? Napoleon? Charlemagne? Prometheus? Athena? The Greek heritage? Minoan Crete, after all?

'Europe as a concept ought to be struck from the record of history',

Spengler boldly states in his *Untergang des Abendlandes*, one of the earliest and most uncompromising attempts, among European scholars, to escape from Eurocentrism. His great admirer, Toynbee, although in his later years more optimistic than Spengler as to mankind's chances of working out some sort of intercultural compromise, knew the civilisation of the West to be only one among a score of others, waxing
and waning at the tide of time. 'L'Oc
cident est un accident', the French Marxist thinker Garaudy remind
us half a century later, in a plea for a dialogue of civilisations. Recently, a new branch of intercultural
philosophy has emerged (around the work of such authors as Kimmerle and Mall) in order to explore the theoretical foundations for post-racial and post-hegemonic cultural exchange at a global scale. Meanwhile, a more pragmatic axiom of cultural relativism has been the main stock-in-trade of cultural anthropologists ever since the 1940s; it has guided individual field-workers through long periods of humble accommodation to local cultural conditions very different from their own, and on a more abstract level has battled for a theory of cultural equality, emphasis on culture in planned development interventions, etc. Much like all other civilisations, the West has developed an ideology of ethnocentrism, and in recent centuries it has had the military, ideological, technological and economic means of practising this ethnocentrism aggressively in almost every corner of the world; unlike many other civilisations, however, the West also has formed the cradle of intellectual movements (the sciences, technologies, art, international law, philosophies, of the twentieth century) that in theory critique and surpass Western ethnocentrism, and that in practice observe a universalism that hopefully forebodes the emergence of a global world culture in which individual cultural traditions may merge and partly dissolve. Many would agree that (besides hunger, disease, infringement of human rights, war and environmental destruction) lies one of the most crucial problems for the future of mankind.

In my opinion — and this goes against popular appropriations of Black Athena — this universalism owes a specific original debt to the creativity of classical Greek culture, which means that the Greeks, like we all, did attempt to stand on the shoulders of their unmistakable predecessors in the Ancient Near East. Admittedly, much of the production systems, the language, the gods and shrines, the myths, the magic and astrology, the alphabet, the mathematics, the nautical and trading skills, of the ancient Greeks were scarcely their own invention but had clearly identifiable antecedents among their longer established
cultural neighbours. Citing such eminent authorities as Cassirer, Cornford, Snell and Frankfort c.s., Peter Gay in his masterly reassessment of the Enlightenment (which was among other things a rekindling of the ideals of classical civilisation) points out that this is not true for 'sustained critical thinking', in other words philosophy as a deliberately distinct realm of human symbolic production. This applies particularly to syllogistic logic, which could be argued to be one of the bases of universalism. Trigger's point appears to be well taken as far as Egypt-Greece cultural exchanges are concerned:

'That the ancient Egyptians, like the peoples of other early civilisations, did not distinguish as we do between the natural, supernatural, and social realms renders improbable Martin Bernal's (1987, 1991) efforts to trace the origins of classical Greek religion and philosophy back to Egyptian sources.'

At the same time the development of philosophy was neither a Greek prerogative, nor a sufficient condition (although arguably a necessary one) for the development of modern global science. Schools of logic developed not only in Greece but also in ancient India and China. The examples of medicine, alchemy and engineering, both in the Ancient Near Eastern/ Hellenic/ Hellenistic/ Late Antiquity/ Arabic/ European tradition, and in China, make clear that science does not spring just from logic but also from the systematic practical, trial-and-error-based knowledge accumulated for centuries at the interface between artisanal and intellectual pursuits. Whatever the subtle ramifications of the hitherto largely unfathomed long-distance impact across the Old World may have been, only by a radical re-reading of the historical evidence (which inevitably has an ethnocentric bias) could these connections be said to be at the root of the specific forms of modern science, technology and philosophy which made the West and subsequently the emerging global culture of today. Such a re-reading has been Joseph Needham's Science and civilisation in China. This most impressive project (in a way complementary to Science in history by J.D. Bernal Sr.
who benefited from Needham's advice - must have appealed to that of the Sinologist Martin Bernal Jr., in scope, in anti-Eurocentric orientation, and as an exercise in universal scholarship. Repeatedly, and to my mind convincingly, Needham stresses the possible, likely, or certain contributions of China to European intellectual and technological achievements; Yellow Athena? Nor was the West Asian and North African contribution to modern global science limited to some initial, pre-Greek formative period: Aristotelian logic, Aristotelianism, and most of Hellenic and Hellenistic science in general would never have been revived in the West in the early second millennium CE unless through the extensive mediation and elaboration of Arabic thinkers (Ibn Rushd and Ibn Sina, foremost), with Maimonides and other medieval Jewish scholars acting as intermediaries.

In the field of scholarship there are limits to the extent to which origins truly matter, truly illuminate the past and the present. This is particularly clear from the vantage point of anthropology, which Frazer once defined as a science of origins, but which since the structural-functional revolution affecting that young discipline in the 1930s and '40s, (until quite recently) has lost all interest in origins, geographical distribution patterns, even in causes, instead largely limiting itself to a contemplation of synchronic interconnectivity of diverse socio-cultural phenomena within typically a narrow geographical horizon. And even a more properly historical approach to social and cultural phenomena and their changes would insist that origin, provenance, is not to be equated with subsequent local transformation and performance in maturity. Islam at its earliest stage was largely a creative peripheral reformulation of, already mutually interrelated, Jewish, Gnostic and Christian strands of religious thought and practice; but it soon grew into a world religion in its own right, up to the point where current anti-Islamist prejudice in the North Atlantic region among nominal Christians is scarcely mitigated by the sense of shared historical roots.

In all likelihood the link between the Greek goddess Athena, patron goddess of the capital city of Greek civilisation in its heyday, and her Egyptian counterpart Neith, did go much further than a mere
superficial likeness cast in terms of the interpretatio graeca. Bernal urges us once again to take the testimony of such ancient writers as Herodotus seriously and literally, as evidence that the Greek Athena merely represented the grateful adoption, into some North-east Mediterranean backwater, of splendid and time-honoured Egyptian cultural models — perhaps even in the course of physical Egyptian colonisation, as Bernal maintains. In this respect Athena might be called 'black'— not so much as the name of a skin colour, but in the sense of representing a counter-current to the dominant civilisation — much like blacks, women, homosexuals, refugees and the urban poor were the 'blacks' of the 1970s and '80s CE. The more important point is not only to acknowledge the Egyptian, or in general Ancient Near Eastern essential contributions, but also to recognise that Athena outgrew her presumable Egyptian origin, became a focus of increasingly distinctive unpredictable local cultural development on Greek soil, and (as the goddess of the mind, of mental processes), at best characterises both the indebtedness of Greek and ultimately Western civilisation to Egypt, and the Greeks' own independent developments at the same time.

There is something thoroughly disconcerting in the emphasis on origins, as attends the debate on Black Athena and many other discourses on charters of identities confronting each other, not so much in the distant past, but in the world today. Origins are almost by definition too humble than that they are clearly perceptible to empirical research. At best the question of origin reduces a given socio-cultural phenomenon to the transformative combination of a number of earlier such phenomena, while the examination of the latter's own origins is left for a subsequent project. In this sense, the scholarly literature abounds with titles on origins, and legitimately so. The quest for origins however implies that whoever undertakes it, is satisfied as to the preliminary question of the classification and the unit of study of his chosen subject; if different decisions are taken on these points, the quest will yield totally different results or will have to be called off altogether. Implicit refusal to admit this means that reification and the quest for origins
often go hand in hand. Often then the ostentatious search for origins is not truly historical but merely programmatic, and theoretical primordial constructs (which because of their lack of empirical grounding are prone to ideological one-sidcdness anyway) pose as historical 'firsts'. This is one of the reasons why most anthropologists would no longer be enthusiastic about Frazer's definition of their discipline.

With their ideological overtones and their invitation to conjecture, quests for origins are particularly cherished in the context of the identity formation of social groups, classes, racial groups, ethnic groups, nations. The very language of identity (as in ethnic and religious attempts at self-definition) tends to succumb to the essentialistic suggestion that it is some primordially established, fixed quality or nature at the beginning of time, which determines present-day qualities and performance — instead of seeing the latter as being realised in a dialectical, contradictory, and largely unpredictable historical process: a process, not of remaining an essence, but of becoming — usually becoming more than one thing at the same time, switching from one identity to the other, and being conscious of the arbitrary nature of all socially upheld identity. Thus the pursuit of 'origins', however legitimate as an academic activity under certain conditions, ultimately even risks to be co-opted into the camp of Blut und Boden — not necessarily with Naziist overtones, but at least of a frame of mind brooding on tangible essences about which one does not argue lest one is forced to admit the historically constructed and optional nature, of an identity one hoped could pass for primordial, unalterable, God--given, intransigent. It is the frame of mind in which people feel justified to kill over ideas.

These attempts at greater historical and analytical subtlety would probably be lost on those who have already proceeded to blow up Bernal's original thesis beyond recognition: to the grotesque claim (never of course made by Bernal himself) that ultimately global cultural history had its roots primarily in Africa — not just in the Africa of the remotest Palaeolithic (where that continent has consistently yielded the oldest vestiges of fossil humanity; there is a case not only for 'Black
Athena' but even for 'Black mankind' as a whole...) but in the recent, post-Neolithic context.

Such sweeping claims at the continental level belong to the realm not of empirical research, but of ideology in identity formation. Their predilection for the notion of 'origin' betrays as much. Yet they acquire such vehemence as liberating and mobilising truths, and attract such enmity in that capacity, that detached historical and comparative enquiry may yet serve as a useful antidote, demarcating the domain which should be reserved for empirical knowledge production even in the face of the rising hopes and ambitions of a minority whose birthright has been denied for too long on the international scene.

The fundamental question then is how to do justice to these honourable culture-historical ambitions without falling into the trap of spurious historical claims of precedence and seniority. What is required is a different mode of thinking about cultural dynamics and interdependence. Are 'continents' or 'races' viable units of analysis in this connection? It is scarcely likely, not even if these claims come from African and African-American authors seeking to overcome the frustrations inherent to their social and historical position in the world system. We know that 'facts' of cultural distribution and history never speak for themselves, have no independent objective existence, but are to a large extent determined by the paradigmatic selectivity under which they are produced. The racialist bias which Black Athena seeks to explode is unlikely to be totally absent from other products of North Atlantic scholarship besides classical studies, e.g. from African Studies; and its counterpart, unjustified Afrocentrism, constitutes essentially the same sort of bias.

It is here that empirical research may come to the assistance of philosophy. In the context of critical, comparative empirical research, involving a complex body of data (whose components have each been collected for different purposes, under varying ideological conditions often including blatant methodological naivety), such biases can be hoped to be become manifest, or to cancel out. Empirical research is not an alternative to analytical and ideological critique, but it may open
up vistas and suggest new models and interrelations which otherwise would have remained outside our theoretical scope. Much of the identity discourse in the hands of African philosophers, literary writers and politicians is of an aggregate and extremely abstract nature, and pays insufficient attention to the details, the attending specific social practices and experiences, the specific dynamics and the range of variation of cultural history between, and within, African countries and periods of African history. Moreover these discourses have strictly confined themselves to the African continent, as if intercontinental cultural exchange began only yesterday, with the Maxim gun and airport art. Today however it is no longer necessary to discuss these matters in broadly sweeping terms. A century of specialised ethnographic and historical research on Africa, however teeming with biases, has allowed us to proceed to much greater precision, dividing up cultural heritages on the African continent into component strands and linking each of these strands specifically to global cultural history. What we lose in the process is an, ideologically attractive, blanket concept of mystical Africanness — focus of so much positive and negative bias. What we hope to gain is a more realistic view of the continental and intercontinental connections of the varieties of cultural achievements, borrowings and transformations — so that the continent itself (which in the course of two millennia has inflated from the designation of a minor North African region to become a myth of racial identity encompassing a sizeable section of mankind) can be relegated once more to a culturally and politically indifferent land mass and nothing more.

What does an analysis of the type advocated suggest as to Africa's place in long-term global cultural history? Is Africa the unique and universal matrix of origins as in Afrocentric popular appropriations of Black Athena? Is it the mere receptive, passive end station of imported culture produced by the genius of other continents, as in racialist myths? Do more subtle models of exchange and transformation present themselves?
4. **Two case studies: geomantic divination and mancala board-games in Africa and elsewhere**

In order to explore these alternatives, I will offer two — extremely truncated — case studies, tracing the trajectory of two famous genres of African cultural production widely attested across the continent since the sixteenth century CE, and featuring in many constructions of Africa as a continental cultural unit: geomantic divination, and mancala. Geomantic divination is based on the systematic production, distinction, and interpretation of $2^n$ combinations of lines, seeds, pebbles, or wooden or ivory tablets. The term mancala refers to a family of board-games where, under elaborate rules, a fixed number of pebbles or seeds is repeatedly redistributed over a number of holes placed in 2 to 4 rows, and captured.

These two cultural systems are part and parcel of African life, cutting across the many cultural and linguistic boundaries which that continent exhibits. But are they unique to Africa? Do they have an African origin? Are they perhaps merely extensively localised forms, on the soil of the land mass we have chosen to call Africa, of cultural production which have a much wider distribution in the world, and which essentially originated outside that land mass? Does their African-ness lie in this localisation? Is that the reason why they are so dominant and ubiquitous in Africa? Or is the geographical claim in itself correct but is the very concept of Africa as a viable unit of cultural analysis, misleading?

**4.1. A Neolithic context**

I have elsewhere argued a Neolithic context for the emergence of board-games and divination. These cultural forms are specific modelings of time and space, linked to agriculture and animal husbandry as man's most drastic redefinition of space and time before the rise of modern communication and transport technology. This sets a base-line
beyond which I for one do not feel compelled to seek for historical clues and geographical connections. The parcelling up of a local area in adjacent yet separately worked and administered fields, surrounding a localised community whose ritual unity is expressed by a shrine or temple, a cemetery, a megalithic structure, etc. — a community whose main raison d'être may well have been to pool resources not only against outside attack but also against internal food shortages, through pooling and redistribution —, fits the Neolithic archaeological record (and the form and rules of mancala) fairly well. It also has a link with the iconography of historical early agricultural communities, in whose representations a grid-like pattern not unlike a mancala board is a recurrent feature, even although we may not assume the correspondence to be as neat as in the earliest forms of Sumerian, Egyptian and Chinese writing, where such a pattern indeed means 'field'. Here may be the key to the layout of the mancala board. 34

Also in geomancy one would see the many variations of the 'art of drawing lines in the sand' as primarily an evocation of the several transformations of space through which the environment is turned into a productive field, through demarcation, clearing, ploughing, irrigation perhaps, and harvesting. Significantly, whatever departure from more original forms we encounter, there is always the link with the ground: if the divination no longer takes place on the actual ground but in a miniature representation such as the square West African divining-board, then at least its bottom has to be filled with sand; if the soil imagery has been almost entirely abandoned and the system reduced to the fall of four tablets, these are at least cast upon the soil — typically a soil which is transformed by covering it with a sacred cloth or skin. I think it is highly significant that at the beginning of the session the Southern African diviner usually smacks down, with great relish, onto the soil the bag containing his tablets — thus awakening the spirits of the soil (his ancestors, notably).
4.2. Geomantic divination

Geomancy constitutes a ubiquitous and dominant family of divination systems, including such famous members as *Iṣa, Fà, 'Sixteen Cowries' (Nigeria and West Africa in general), *Sikidy (Madagascar and Comoro Isl.), *Hakata (Southern Africa), *Iṣin al-ramî (North Africa). Africa is often presented as the continent in which divination is still part of everyday life, and these prominent divination systems tend to be presented as incorporating the very spirit of African life today and in the past. The material apparatus in all these regions is very different, ranging from divination chains, or shells cast in a square, rimmed wooded board covered with sand in West-Africa, or four tablets in Southern Africa; to piles of grain or pebbles in the Indian Ocean area, and the
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forceful 'hitting of the sand' (*darb al-raml*) with a stick, in the North and North East Africa. With the exception of the Southern African variant (where the tablets' fall is interpreted directly, i.e. without the construction of a standard geomantic symbol) the result produced by the apparatus is interpreted, through a process of transformation and elimination, as contributing one horizontal line, of one or two dots, to a four-line geomantic symbol, of which there are of course sixteen. A written or memorised key (the catalogue) provides the interpretation of each geomantic symbol, and of their combinations.

The available evidence allows us to map the geographical distribution of the geomantic family as in Figure 1, as a basis for the reconstruction of its geographical diffusion.\(^{35}\)

According to the current state of historical reconstructions, the Hellenic, Hellenistic, Hermetic, Jewish, Persian, African, Indian and Chinese borrowings into the Arabic literate corpus of geomancy point to a drafting (after unsystematic earlier forms) of the classic, strongly astrological geomantic system in Southern Mesopotamia (probably Basra) in an Isma'ilī context in the tenth century CE. Subsequently, the system's rapid and successful spread over the Arabic and Jewish intellectual world, and hence into Europe, Africa and the Indian Ocean region, was largely due to its re-formulation (in a famous and much circulated treatise known, among other titles, as *Kitab al-fasîl fi usul ilm al-raml*) by the Berber shaykh Muhammad al-Zanati (c. 1200 CE). An early, original North West African input into the system is suggested by al-Zanati's origin, by the early circulation of Berber names for the sixteen basic geomantic configurations, and by the prominence of proto-mancala and proto-geomancy in the latter-day North West African material.\(^{37}\) Yet the latter-day *Ifa, Fa*, and 'Sixteen Cowries' in West Africa derive directly from the Arabian prototypes. A careful examination of the binary mathematical structure of both the Southern African four-tablet divination system, and the more directly Arabian-derived forms of geomancy found in the Indian Ocean region led me to hypothesise historical connections which could subsequently be ascertained when I found identical items in the interpretative cata-
logues attending the divination system in these two more or less adjacent regions. The four horizontal lines of the standard geomantic symbols, where each line can take two values (uneven or even, one dot or two), turned out to be transformed into four tablets, where each tablet can take two values (obverse or reverse); in the process, the attending interpretative catalogue was partly maintained, partly localised.

4.3. Mancala

The term mancala refers to a family of board-games where, under elaborate rules, a fixed number of pebbles or seeds is repeatedly redistributed over a number of holes placed in 2 to 4 rows, and captured. The pioneer in this field, the late nineteenth-century American museum anthropologist Culin,\(^3\) claims the mancala game to constitute 'Africa's national game' — a claim since repeated many times and still upheld by some major authors in this field, Townshend\(^3\) and Russ.\(^4\) Of the five families of board-games into which Murra\(^1\) classifies all known historic types, Africa is claimed to exhibit only one, for which he employs the generic, Arabic name of mancala. This type of game was first attested\(^4\) in the Kitab al-Aghani by the Arab author Abu'l Faradji (897-967 CE). Mancala is found all over sub-Saharan Africa; this game appears to have been that continent's only board-game outside clearly Arabianised or Europeanised contexts.

Figure 2 summarises the world distribution of mancala, and suggests the underlying pattern of diffusion.\(^4\)

Townshend has extensively argued against the central role Murray had attributed to Asia and to Islam in the spread of mancala, and in favour of a uniquely African origin and transformation of the mancala family of board-games, so much so that even their distribution in Asia should be directly derived from African models alleged to be recently imported to South Asia by black slaves. Already twenty years ago Townshend\(^4\) complained that everyone (except Leakey\(^4\)) seemed to be utterly determined to find by all means a non-African origin for this family of board-games.
In 1979 this point was repeated even more forcefully:

'The conclusions I personally draw from all this are:
(i) that 4-row Mankala is of black-African origin;
(ii) that there is a better prima-facie case for 2-row Mankala being of African than of Asian origin;
(iii) that there is a distinct possibility of Mankala having been introduced whether by slaves or returned travellers from Africa to Asia (Leakey's conclusion of 40 years ago); and
(iv) that the 'ki-Arabu' forms of 4-row Mankala may have been brought to the East African coast from the interior (e.g. the Lake
Malawi region) by Arabs or their African employees or possibly by some earlier current of cultural diffusion.\textsuperscript{46}

Townshend\'s view, although politically correct, is misleading. It actually forces him to manipulate the data.\textsuperscript{47} It would be much better to use the considerable archaeological evidence, from various sites in East and Central Africa, of mancala-like rock art.\textsuperscript{48} These mancala patterns (if that is what they are, despite their vertical placement, which defies their being used for actually \textit{playing} mancala) have not been convincingly dated, and might be as recent as the East African Iron Age. However I would prefer, with Townshend and Leakey, to interpret them as neolithic. The geographical parameters of the Fertile Crescent were formulated\textsuperscript{49} before it was generally realised that in Africa, both in the once fertile central Sahara and in the Ethiopian highlands, independent neolithic domestication of crops and livestock had taken place. Combining this with the evidence on neolithic mancala from Egypt, Jordan and Cyprus, any strict distinction between Africa and Asia becomes irrelevant and misleading: the neolithic transformation process producing mancala touched parts of both continents, as did the attending linguistic processes which were to lead to the rise of the Afro-Asiatic language family. Thus mancala did not spring from Africa any more than it sprung from Asia: it was produced in the Fertile Crescent, redefined so as to stretch deeply into North West and North East Africa, and straddling both continents. But here again — like when we compared Athens with Sais — we should add, to the argument of origins, the argument of subsequent maturation. If part of the cultural material that went into the making of both geomancy and mancala derived from cultures situated on the African land mass, it is clear that both systems owe at least as much of their final ramifications and success to the Islamic connexion: by decisively re-formulating this material in terms of the fully-fledged, strongly astrological divination system of \textit{khatt al-raml}, and by putting the effective and pervasive vehicle of Islam and Islam-oriented trading at the disposal of both geomancy and mancala as a main vehicle of spread.
4.4. The convergence of geomantic divination and mancala

What strikes us is the similarity between the distribution and diffusion patterns of mancala and geomancy. Although their earliest history differed, both took root, diversified and transformed in Africa, and both spread from there the New World. The differences concern the periphery of their geographical distributions. Contrary to geomancy, which from the early second millennium CE spread to Europe across the Mediterranean, mancala never made it to Western Europe before the toy manufacturing industry along with the African airport art industry seized on the idea. In the Far East mancala was a bit more successful than its esoteric distant cousin, geomancy, in penetrating Indonesia and the Philippines. But whereas geomancy, in the form of *I Ching*, has been a very old and central (although not necessarily indigenous) part of the culture of China as a whole, it is only in Southern China that we encounter mancala. In general, these patterns of diffusion show that Africa is not merely a passive importer of culture but also a place of active transformation and subsequent export of culture for global use.

Within the African continent, this convergence is also to be found at the regional level. As a detailed study of the iconography of the four tablets indicates, geomantic divination has reached Southern Africa via a corridor (for many centuries an important trade route, along which notions of more or less divine kingship, Asian trade goods against gold and cattle, and Indonesian as well as — much later — Islamic cultural influences travelled) linking Tanzanian and Mozambican groups like the Konde to the Shona-speaking groups on the highlands of Zimbabwe, and from there on to Sotho/ Tswana speaking groups to the south and west of Zimbabwe. For students of mancala this must ring a bell: in this part of South East Africa, the pattern of spread of four-tablet divination coincides with that of four-row mancala, whose virtual confinement to East and Southern Africa almost certainly shows it to be an African development. It is a tantalising question for further research to decide whether
• four-row mancala caused the apparatus of geomancy to be altered towards a four-tablet system, or
• four-tablet geomancy caused the incomparably more complex four-row variety of mancala to be produced out of the existing two- and three-row variants, or finally
• it was the classic four-line geomancy (Ilm al-raml) which produced both the four-tablet geomancy and the four-row mancala.

5. Conclusion

My overview of two major classes of pan-African cultural phenomena, mancala board-games and geomantic divination, has revealed fascinating generic and formal interrelations and distribution patterns, both within each genre and between these two genres. These two significant cultural items of latter-day African culture suggest that it is a typical pattern of African cultural history to see

• active early participation in global cultural origins and flows (central in the case of early mancala, more peripheral and hypothetical in the case of early geomancy), followed by
• subsequent entrenchment — 'cultural involution' is perhaps the word — so that later, newer global trends are no longer picked up and locally fed back into the earlier models; instead the latter localise themselves to the extreme, taking up residence in the very texture of local cultures and absorbing the latter's symbolism and cosmology so effectively that the result is something uniquely local, i.e. 'African', having lost all explicit references to, in fact virtually all traces of, an earlier intercontinental exchange.

In West Africa and Southern Africa practitioners and clients, for instance, are no longer aware of the Arabian provenance of their geomantic divination; for Southern Africa, until recently, scholarship shared this ignorance. Inward-looking localisation, severance of intercontinental cultural ties and conscious references, the relativity yet of
continental boundaries, and the general quality of being a backwater (much like Northwestern Europe before the second millennium CE) — these are some of the features of the model of African cultural dynamics suggested by my case studies. Admittedly, Africa turns out to be capable of cultural export and transmission (e.g. to the New World), but the cultural items it exports tend to remain peripheral in the destination continent, limited to immigrant groups who define their identity by reference to these imports. This is in many ways the opposite of the model of ‘Africa civilising the rest of the world’ as in the grotesque popularisations of the Bernal thesis. It is not a model that applies to all instances of cultural interrelations involving Africa, as the case of jazz music clearly shows. It does not contradict the Bernal thesis in its original form, since the unit of analysis is not land masses, but civilisations; and in that light it is rather more significant that ancient Egypt, along with the central Sahara and Ethiopia, belonged to a chain of early civilisations in the extended Fertile Crescent, than that these early civilisations were situated on the African land mass.

Two swallows do not make summer, yet I submit that the underlying model explicitised in these two cases, has rather general applicability when it comes to assessing Africa’s place in the world’s cultural history during the latest few millennia. Thus Africa can claim both the initial glorious contributions, and the subsequent stagnation and involution. This will only come as a disappointment to those who think (rather racialistically) that, despite the universally acclaimed quality of culture as something which is acquired, learned, not in-born, yet it is only primordial roots in a remote past viewed essentialistically, which qualify us for entry to the global scene. Meanwhile the more important message is that ‘Africa’ is the wrong unit of analysis.

My argument suggests that regions of cultural initiative are not fixed rigidly and once for all on the map, but show considerable dynamism, influencing each other, now taking precedence, then sinking into relative stagnation as compared to near and far neighbours. Such regions are typically the size of states, a few hundred kilometres across, not of continents. It is the monstrous blowing up of the Black Athena
paradigm — in the hands of enthusiasts trying to define a collective identity — to the scale of entire continents interacting, which deprives the model of all scientific value and reduces it to a mere geopolitical and ultimately racialist myth. Continents are far too large, too heterogeneous and too capriciously shaped, and their natural boundaries (oceans, seas, deserts, a narrow isthmus in the case of Africa's boundary with Asia) far too porous and too conducive to human interaction, than that they can function as viable units of analysis in cultural and social history — unless, under modern conditions of technology, organisational structure and international ideology, political actors themselves set out to define their interactions in geopolitical terms by explicit reference to the map. Before the self-conscious political exploitation of the concept of Africa on a truly continental scale, map in hand, in the nineteenth century CE, Africa only existed as a land mass, not as a self-conscious cultural, social or linguistic unit. None of its many cultures, societies and languages ever encompassed the entire land mass, and each tended to share many traits with similar units outside that land mass, in what we now call Asia and Europe. These continental distinctions did not make much sense in the Palaeolithic and Mesolithic past, up to scarcely 10,000 years ago, and the instructive pattern of intercontinental continuity then deserves closer attention from present-day scholarship as to its impact on cultural continuities today. Instead, historians, linguists, anthropologists, writers, politicians and most recently African philosophers have dreamed up — partly in response to myths of Europeanness, partly as a specific focus on the construction of 'otherness' — myths to define a distinct cultural Africanness which was to be coterminous with the land mass or with the dominant somatic human type inhabiting it — characterised by considerable pigmentation of the outer skin. Here Hegel set a trend from which Western thought still has not distanced itself sufficiently:

'Jenes eigentliche Afrika ist, soweit die Geschichte zurückgeht, für den Zusammenhang mit der übrigen Welt verschlossen geblieben; es ist das in sich gedrangene Goldland, das Kinderland,
das jenseits des Tages der selbsbewuβten Geschichte in die schwarze Farbe der Nacht gehüllt ist. Seine Verschlossenheit liegt nicht nur in seiner tropischen Natur, sondern wesentlich in seiner geographischen Beschaffenheit. (...) Der eigentümlich afrikanische Charakter ist darum schwer zu fassen, weil wir dabei ganz auf das Verzicht leisten müssen, was bei uns in jeder Vorstellung mit unterläuft, die Kategorie der Allgemeinheit. Bei den Negern ist nämlich das Charakterische gerade, daß ihr Bewußtsein noch nicht zur Anschauung irgendeiner festen Objektivität gekommen ist.51

As a proud answer to European racism projected onto Africa, the Black American and African attempts at ideological self-assurance are as understandable as they are tragic: all these dreams of Africanité, négritude, tracing pharaonic and Ethiopian images all across the surface of that large continent, letting Black Athena and her African human followers sally forth from the African continent on their way to civilise Europe.52 In another way they are also a new phase in a recurrent phenomenon in North Atlantic thought: the cyclical infatuation with Egypt.53 The future of Africa and of Black people living in or originating from that continent, should not be projected as lying with these half-truths, but in a radical rejection of racialist claims to a particularistic birth right, in favour of models stressing the common heritage of universal humanity, in the light of a common future.
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Résumé

L'examen par John Mbiti du concept d'événement dans les ontologies africaines peut être récusé pour des raisons conceptuelles et axiologiques. En ce qui concerne les raisons conceptuelles nous montrerons que le compte rendu de Mbiti est illogique, et pour ce qui relève des problèmes axiologiques qu'il est en désaccord avec les pratiques des sociétés africaines.